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A Statement Rocks Rome,

Then Sends Shockwaves Around the World...
Protesters rally against Bill 14
MONTREAL - About 250 protesters braved bonechilling temperatures Sunday to protest Bill 14,
legislation which would further limit English-rights
in Quebec. The crowd met at noon outside
Premier Marois’ office on McGill College Ave. and
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for about an hour sang, chanted and listened to
speeches by such prominent public figures as
journalist Jim Duff and Beryl Wajsman of the
Institute for Public Affairs of Montreal, all of whom
urged popular resistance to the Parti Quebecois
legislation. The legislation, which will be subject to
public consultation in March, was unveiled by PQ
Language Minister Diane de Courcy and would
change several provisions in the current language
laws. The law would make it more difficult for
municipalities to maintain their bilingual status if
their anglophone population drops below 50
percent. Those seeking to enter the nursing order
would have to demonstrate advanced proficiency
in French. Measures would be taken to
discourage English CEGEPs from recruiting
students from the French system. Additionally,
francization rules that currently apply to
companies with 50 employees or more would be
extended to companies with as few as 26
employees and even small businesses could be
forced to have someone on hand who can speak
French.

Cameron urges India to dismantle barriers
David Cameron has urged India to dismantle trade
barriers in banking and insurance in exchange for
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Special Thanks to Umeed Group
Britain making it easier for business leaders and
students to come to the UK.Speaking in Mumbai
on Monday at the start of a three-day visit to India,
Mr Cameron announced plans for a one-day visa
service for Indian business people who needed to
come to Britain at short notice. Mr Cameron hopes
the initiative will reassure investors that the UK is
not becoming more hostile to Indian migrants, in
spite of the prime minister’s much tougher rhetoric
on immigration before he left Britain. Addressing
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workers at Hindustan Unilever, he also repeated
his assurance that there was “no limit” on the
number of Indian students who could study in
Britain, provided they had a basic English
qualification and the offer of a place. Mr Cameron
presented these assurances as evidence that
Britain was lowering barriers to trade – although
his comments on student visas was a restatement
of existing policy – and he urged India to follow suit
in areas including financial services and retail.

World must stop Israel's new settlements:
President Zardari
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ISLAMABAD: President Asif Ali Zardari on Sunday
called upon the international community to stop
Israel from constructing new settlements in the
Palestinian territory. Addressing a luncheon
banquet hosted in honor of Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas and his delegation at the Aiwane-Sadr, Zardari expressed the hope that the
conferment of non-member observer status on
Palestine would prove to be a major stepping
stone to its full membership of the UN. He
reiterated that Pakistan would continue to render
its support to the Palestinian people till the
establishment of an independent Palestinian state
with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its capital. He recalled
that Pakistan played a pivotal role in making the
conferment possible. He said that Pakistan would
continue to voice its support for the Palestinian

cause at every forum as it did at the 67th UNGA
session. “We will continue to support the
admission of Palestine as a full member of the
United Nations,” he maintained. Expressing
concern over the mocking of the UN by Israel, he
said that Israel violated international law with
impunity while the champions of justice and
human rights did nothing. He termed the complete
disregard by Israel for international law as a slap
on the face of the international community. He said
that Pakistan strongly condemned the building of
illegal settlements in the occupied territories and
called upon the international community to stop
Israel from building new settlements. He said that
these settlements, if allowed to be built, would
deal a death blow to the two-nation state solution.
He said that the continued denial of the inalienable
right of self-determination to the people of
Kashmir and Palestine threatened the stability of
the Middle East and South Asia. The president
said that Pakistan and Palestine have a close,
strong and historical relationship which was
founded on the aspirations and heartfelt
sentiments of the people of the two countries. He
said that the people of Pakistan shared the pain
and anxiety of their Palestinian brethren adding
that the Palestine dream of a separate homeland
was fated to succeed.
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can always sit down. There is scope for discussion.
Parliament is a forum for discussion. We are ready to
discuss all issues," Singh said when asked about the

Operation of Gwadar Port formally handed over to
China:
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Monday formally awarded to
China the contract for the operation of Gwadar Port and the
building of infrastructure around it. In this regard, a signing
ceremony was held at the Presidency which was
witnessed by President Asif Ali Zardari, Chinese
Ambassador to Pakistan Liu Jian, Foreign Minister Hina
Rabbani Khar, some federal ministers, members of
parliament and senior government officials. Presidential
spokesperson Farhatullah Babar apprised the media that
the ceremony had actually marked the transfer of
Concession Agreement from the Port of Singapore
Authority to the China Overseas Port Holding Company
and was termed by the president an auspicious
development in the Pak-China relations as well as for the
people of Pakistan, particularly Balochistan, opening for
them “new opportunities”. He said that Gwadar will soon be
a hub of trade and commerce in the region. “It holds the key
to bringing together the countries of Central Asia and
lending new impetus to Pakistan-China relations,” the
president said. On the occasion, President Zardari also
traced the history of development of Gwadar and how it
was envisioned by the PPP leaders Shaheed Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto and Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto and the obstacles
created in its way. He also highlighted the strategic
significance of the port for China and Central Asian
Republics and its potential of integrating the economies of
the countries in the region. “The Chinese provinces of
Xinjiang and Tibet are closer to Pakistani ports
.Woman dies at ski hill north of Montreal

MONTREAL - A 31-year-old woman was killed Saturday
night when her toboggan struck a tree at a ski resort in
Val Saint-Côme in Lanaudière. The accident occurred

the economic front twice in recent weeks before the
political leadership and asked them to install a caretaker
set-up as soon as possible so that important decisions
on approaching the IMF could be taken. Another issue
that was highlighted was disconnecting thousands of
electricity meters of influential people who were not
paying the outstanding electricity bills running into
billions. Despite changing the minister for water and
power several times during its tenure and providing
Rs1,600 billion in subsidy, the sources said, the
government has not succeeded in fixing the woes of the
power sector. This sector requires redirecting the
subsidy towards the poorest consumers instead of the
rich and taking stern action against non-payment of
bills. When contacted, ShafqatJalil, press secretary to
PM, said that he did not know whether the economic
team has given any proposal on the caretaker set-up
before March 16, 2013. This scribe also contacted the
spokesman of the finance ministry who said that efforts
were under way to stabilise the exchange rate but
mainly it was the domain of the central bank.

BJP launches fresh attacks, asks Katju to quit for
'bizarre' opinions

Opposition threat to stall Parliament on VVIP chopper
"scam". The Prime Minister was talking to reporters on
the sidelines of a function in RashtrapatiBhawan to
confer the Indira Gandhi Prize for Peace, Disarmament
and Development on noted social worker Ela Bhatt.
The Budget Session of Parliament begins on Thursday.
The BJP has accused the government of a "cover up" in
the alleged scam in the purchase of 12 choppers from
AgustaWestland at a cost of Rs 3,546 crore. It has also
claimed that the government had kept Parliament in the
dark over the internal probe being carried out by the
Defence Ministry on the issue.

‘Govt must reciprocate as judiciary backed
democracy’
BADIN: Chief Justice of the Sindh High Court (SHC)
MusheerAlam said on Sunday that the government had
carried out the character assassination of two judges.
Talking to reporters after attending a luncheon hosted in
his honour by the Tharparkar Bar Association, he said

Launching a fresh attack on Press Council of India
chairperson MarkandeyKatju, the BJP on Monday said
the former Supreme Court judge was expressing
"unsolicited, bizarre" opinions against non-Congress
ruled states and demanded that he should step down.
"MrKatju aschairperson of the Press Council of India,

around 11:30 p.m., after the ski resort had closed for the
evening. The victim died of massive head injuries
inflicted upon impact. Another woman also suffered
injuries in the crash, but they are not considered lifethreatening. Ski resort general manager Mario Boisvert
told CTV Montreal that signs prohibit visitors from
descending the unlit mountain slope after hours and
that patrols also enforce the ban. But he also noted that
if somebody is determined to defy the ban, it is difficult to
prevent them from circulating on the hill.

Anger on social media over blocking of IIPM
websites
New Delhi: Indian Institute of Planning and
Management or IIPM head ArindamChaudhuri has
faced much criticism on social media ever since the
Department of Telecom ordered that 73 URLs that had
content about MrChaudhuri or his institute be blocked.
The DoT was acting under the orders of a Gwalior court.
A huge debate is now raging on freedom of speech and
expression on the Internet.

Finance ministry wants immediate caretaker setup, tough decisions
ISLAMABAD: As reports of finance minister
HafeezShaikh’sresignation gripped the media, and
were promptly denied, a top political source at the
ministry has revealed that the present economic team
had asked the political leadership to install a caretaker
set-up immediately.
This has been done because indecision on the
economic front will exert a heavy cost on the country. A
bureaucrat who is part of the economic team revealed to
The News on Saturday that Finance Minister Dr Abdul
HafeezShaikh presented a frank and candid report on

holds a statutory position, yet he is seemingly floating
around the country like a vagabond and giving
unsolicited bizarre opinions," BJP spokesperson Rajiv
Pratap Rudy told reporters. He alleged that Katju is
biased and demanded his resignation. "Katju prefers
slurring opposition ruled governments whether it is
Mamata Banerjee ruled West Bengal, the JDU-BJP
ruled government in Bihar or NarendraModi
government in Gujarat," Rudy said. Rudy maintained
that the Leader of the Opposition in RajyaSabha,
ArunJaitley, had made an apt statement that Katju was
carrying the "brief of the Congress party" and asked him
to resign. "MrModi has also supported Jaitley's
statement that Katju should quit," Rudi said. Jaitley and
Katju were locked in a bitter war of words on Sunday
over the latter's article critical of Modi with the two
asking each other to resign.

the government’s attitude was not only irresponsible but
also insulting. He said the government was responsible
for all the wrongs, from the worsening law and order
situation to the deterioration of schools. He said the
judiciary would play its part for the conduct of
transparent elections. He said the judiciary backed
democracy and the government should back the
judiciary. He said that no judge had been appointed to
replace Justice Nisar after his retirement, which will
affect the dispensation of justice to a great extent. He
said that the judiciary would keep an eye on fake cases
to save itself from being used for politics. He said he had

AgustaWestland deal: PM speaks, says nothing
to hide
Under attack from the Opposition over the controversial
VVIP chopper deal, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
on Monday he was ready to discuss the issue of
purchasing AgustaWestland helicopters in Parliament
during the Budget Session beginning Thursday. "We
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ensured merit in new appointments in the judiciary. He
said everybody had the right to marry as per his or her
choice but the media should not propagate love affairs.
He said closed schools should be opened as per the
Supreme Court orders. He advised the deputy
commissioner to place polling stations at short
distances so that people may find it easy to vote.

legitimate traction on the chart. Yesterday, Baauer
climbed all the way to the top of iTunes’ all-genre “Top
Songs” list, and despite the fact that “Harlem Shake”
has been temporarily displaced by One Direction’s

Nisar dubs MQM move joke with nation
ISLAMABAD: Opposition Leader in the National
Assembly ChaudhryNisar Ali Khan has said the MQM’s
sitting on the opposition benches was a joke with the
nation, Geo News reported on Sunday.
Talking to reporters, Nisar said the MQM would not be
consulted over the caretaker set-up and its “Topi drama”

(conspiracy to achieve its goals) would not be
successful. Nisar said if any attempts are made to
appoint a member of the MQM as the opposition leader,
it would be a deviation from the Constitution and a
violation of the 20th Amendment. “I will travel to Sindh
with Nawaz Sharif soon and stop this Topi drama,” he
said. Nisar said if the MQM sits on the opposition
benches, he would oppose them. He also accused the
MQM of conspiring with the government for the
formation of the caretaker set-up. He alleged that the
MQM had parted ways with the government to watch its
vested interests and not for the sake of people. The
PML-N leader said his party would decide a strategy
next week to foil the MQM’s designs. The opposition
leader said the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP)
had asked him for his matriculation and intermediate
certificates. He said he had passed his O-Levels in 1968
and A-Levels in 1970. He said the ECP was maligning
parliamentarians on the pretext of fake degrees. “Who
has given the ECP powers to defame the members of
the assembly?” he asked. He said his name had falsely
been included in the list of fake degree-holders. Nisar
also described plans to build Karachi’s tallest building
as a fraud. He said the Abu Dhabi Group had been
fooled. He said he would move a court on this case.

‘Harlem Shake' hits No. 1 on iTunes following
viral explosion
Two weeks ago, few people had ever heard New York
producer Baauer’s “Harlem Shake,” a frenetic dance
thumper stuffed with trancy synths and lion roars that
was released last May. But now that the track has gone
viral thanks to its ubiquitous meme-status, it’s gained

{HERE}

Contempt case: Bokhari told to resubmit reply

“One Way or Another (Teenage Kicks),” it’s still ahead of
powerhouse sellers like Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’
“Thrift Shop” and Rihanna’s “Stay.” Plus, once the
Directioners have all bought their fave boy band’s song,
which should take approximately an hour, “Harlem
Shake” will likely return to No. 1. It’s unclear whether
sales for “Harlem Shake” are driven by buyers who want
to use the song to make their own 30-second-long
videos (earlier this week, YouTube reported that over
4,000 “Harlem Shake” videos were being uploaded
every day) or if they’re true fans of the song, which does
fit into the current wave of EDM and super-producer/DJdriven pop. When EW reached Baauer’s reps, they said
he was not interested in commenting on the meme,
which got its start on Jan. 30 when vlogger Filthy Frank
included it at the top of a compilation video. Three days
later, he isolated the “Harlem Shake” portion of the
video. It has since received nearly 10 million views.The
Harlem Shake is an Internet meme that went viral on
YouTube in February 2013. The meme is in the form of a
video that began being replicated according to a similar
concept by many people. On February 10, the upload
rate of Harlem Shake videos reached 4,000 per day. As
of February 11, about 12,000 versions of the popular
Internet meme had been uploaded to YouTube,
garnering over 44 million unique views. As of February
15, about 40,000 Harlem Shake videos had been
uploaded, totaling 175 million views. As a result of the
popularity of the phenomenon, Baauer's single reached
#1 on the iTunes America chart and #2 on iTunes in the
UK and Australia on February 15, 2013

3.25”x2.5”
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ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court on Monday directed
Chairman of National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
Admiral (retd) FasihBokhari to resubmit his reply to the
SC registrar office after removal of objections,
DawnNews reported.
A three-member bench of the apex court, headed by
Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry heard the
contempt of court case registered against the NAB chief
pertaining to the letter written to President Asif Ali
Zardari. During the hearing, the bench asked NAB
Prosecutor-General K. K. Agha to explain why the NAB
chairman, Bokhari had not submitted his reply. Agha
responded that Bokhari had submitted his reply but the
SC registrar office had raised objections to it. The court
then declared that no one was above the law and
ordered the NAB chairman to resubmit his reply after
removing the reservations identified by the registrar
office. Subsequently, the hearing was adjourned until
tomorrow.

Shahbagh goes Black
The air was heavy with slogans calling for ban on
Jamaat-e-Islami and thwarting the nationwide strike
called by the party on Monday. The ‘PrajanmaChattar’
appears more lively on Monday with much more people
turning up in a deliberate act of defiance against the
Jamaat's strike call. A black flag was hoisted at
Shahbagh around 11am and a minute's silence was
also observed in memory of RajibHaider. Urging the
people of Bangladesh to foil the strike, the
demonstrators have called on everyone to hoist black
flags in all the educational institutions, homes, offices,
factories and sport black badges on Monday in the
memory of slain blogger and an active participant of the

Sit-ins in parts of Karachi over Quetta carnage
KARACHI: Demonstrations were held in different cities
of the country including Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi
and Islamabad on Monday on the call of the Shia Ulema
Council over the deadly bombing in Quetta that claimed
at least 84 lives, DawnNews reported.
Traders in Karachi had announced a shut-down until
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Women and children were also partaking in the sit-ins
being held at the city’s M A Jinnah road’s
Numaishchowrangi, Aisha Manzil, Ancholi, Shahrah-iPakistan and Shahrah-i-Faisal. Moreover, flight
schedules were also being affected as the patch
between Drigh Road and the airport was sealed. A sit-in
was also staged on the railway track in Malir Town which
had led to affecting the schedule of trains traveling to
and from the city. The protesters and participants of the
sit-ins say they would continue to demonstrate until the
demands of the heirs of those killed and wounded in the
bombing are not met.

4:30 om whereas the protestors continued their sit-ins.
Shops and markets were earlier shut down in parts of
Karachi and traffic was scarce. Furthermore, a number
of government and private educational institutions were
also closed and the strike was also affecting the
schedule of the flights and trains to and from the city.

movement Ahmed RajibHaider. Students of different
schools and colleges were today joining the protests at
Shahbagh sporting black badges. One of seven
demands of the demonstrators was fulfilled on Sunday
as Parliament passed the amended 1973 International
Crimes Tribunal Act incorporating the provision for
trying political parties and organisations alongside
individuals for 1971 war crimes. The amended act also
arms the government with the right, equal to
defendants, to appeal against verdicts by the tribunals
for 'crimes against humanity' during the War of
Independence. The crowd at Shahbagh went delirious
in celebrations as soon as the news of the passage of
the bill reached the ‘Ganajagaran Mancha’ - the
platform of the protesters - in the afternoon. In his
instant reaction, Imran H Sarker, the spokesman of the
movement, told bdnews24.com: “This (amendment of
the act) is our initial victory. We won’t leave streets
unless we achieve our final victory.”
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Khan also launched her new collection ‘Gulabo’ in
Karachi that is completely inspired by truck art of
Pakistan.
Maheen has won many awards namely Lux Style
Thirty four of Pakistan's best and emerging fashion
designers gathered in London's Garden for two days
November 2012 to show off some of the best creative
talent in Pakistan today. This issue will feature Ayesha
Farook Hashwani and Maheen Khan:

Ayesha Farook Hashwani:
While, for many fashion designers, it can seem like a
long, hard road to discovery and acceptance into the

piece exudes a confidence which begs to be admired.
Following the design philosophy of being simple, yet
chic, AFH's creations are popular with fashion
enthusiasts and critics alike. Each collection exhibits a
dedication to pushing the envelope and embodies a flair
for the daring.

Maheen Khan:

fashion world, it was different for Ayesha F. Hashwani.
She started offering her collection in 2005 and her label
instantly received acclaim. Her label, AFH, is
synonymous with refinement, with each garment
epitomising glamour and a brand new depth of detail.
Ayesha takes great pride in her work and enjoys every
moment creating the fresh look that embodies the

contemporary woman. Her timeless pieces, uniquely
finished with artisans’ expertise are exquisitely detailed
and refined. Ayesha tends to use everything from voiles
to chiffons, silks and charmeuse and enjoys working
with sheer fabrics, beads and crystals. Emerging from
the craving for uniqueness and seasonal styling, each

Awards, Style Icon award. Recently she was also
awarded 'Benazir Women Excellence Award' for Best
Women Wear Designer.

Maheen Khan, one of the leading fashion designers of
Pakistan is a woman of substance in her looks, style,
mannerism and above all creativity. In her long career of
thirty five year, Maheen Khan has done countless
fashion shows on both national and international level.
She has designed clothes for celebrities and socialites.
In her own words, her clothes are for the complete

woman. Her clothes exude confidence, style and
elegance. Fashion designer, Maheen Khan gets
inspired by anything that catches her fancy. The Pret
collection she showcased in Milan Fashion Week was
inspired from Khyber region and its arts and crafts that
was beautifully embedded on the outfits was liked very
much by the Italians, and they called her “the Coco
Chanel of the East”. The collection displayed in the
Pakistan Fashion Week was based on the old Alfred
Hitchcock movie “Murder on the Orient Express”. In this
way little things inspires and catches her fancy and she
makes them alive on her dresses. Recently, Maheen
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How to get a natural glow
Don't have time for intensive skin care? Pamper
yourself with the basics. There are a lot of things that a
person can do to get a natural glow.
1. Protect yourself from the sun
Avoid the sun between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. This is when
the sun's rays are the strongest. Use sunscreen when
you're out in the sun. Apply generous amounts of
sunscreen 30 minutes before going outdoors and
reapply every two hours.
2. Don't smoke
Smoking makes your skin look older and contributes to
wrinkles. Smoking
narrows the tiny blood
vessels in the outermost
layers of skin, which
decreases blood flow.
This depletes the skin of
oxygen and nutrients,
such as vitamin A, that
are important to skin
health and this makes
the sensitive skin more
sensitive. Smoking also
damages collagen and
elastin. If you smoke, the
best way to protect your skin is to quit.
3. Treat your skin gently
Limit your bath or shower time, and use lukewarm water
rather than hot water. Use PH balance soaps and mild
cleanser, and get a good moisturiser that suits your skin
type and makes your skin look and feel soft.
4. Eat a healthy diet
A healthy diet can help you look and feel your best. Eat

plenty of fruits, vegetables, whole grains and lean
proteins and maintain your hydration by drinking lots of
fluids/fresh juices.
5. Manage stress
Uncontrolled stress can make your skin more sensitive
and trigger acne breakouts and other skin problems and
it will make your skin dry.

Wheat: to eat or not to eat
Those with coeliac disease need to cut it out, but a
growing number of healthy people claim they're also all
the better for going gluten free. Kenneth Chang
examines the evidence.
Now medical experts largely agree there is a condition
related to gluten other than coeliac. In 2011 a panel of
coeliac experts convened in Oslo and settled on a
medical term for this malady: non-coeliac gluten
sensitivity.
What they still do not know: how many people have it,
what its long-term effects are, or even how to reliably
identify it. Indeed, they do not really know what the
illness is.
The definition is less a diagnosis than a description someone who does not have coeliac, but whose health
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improves on a gluten-free diet and worsens again if
gluten is eaten. It could even be more than one illness.
''We have absolutely no clue at this point,'' said Dr
Stefano Guandalini, medical director of the University of
Chicago's Celiac Disease Centre.
Kristen Golden Testa could be one of the glutensensitive. Although she does not have coeliac, she
adopted a gluten-free
diet last year. She says
she has lost weight and
her allergies have gone.
''It's just so marked,''
said Golden Testa, who
is health program
director in California for
the Children's
Partnership, a national
non-profit advocacy
group.
She did not consult a
doctor before making
the change, and she
also does not know
whether avoiding gluten has helped at all. ''This is my
speculation,'' she said. She also gave up sugar at the
same time and made an effort to eat more vegetables
and nuts.
Many advocates of gluten-free diets warn that noncoeliac gluten sensitivity is a wide, unseen epidemic
undermining the health of millions of people. They
believe that avoiding gluten - a composite of starch and
proteins found in certain grassy grains such as wheat,
barley and rye - gives them added energy and alleviates
chronic ills. Oats, while gluten-free, are also avoided,
because they are often contaminated with glutencontaining grains.
Others see the popularity of gluten-free foods as just the
latest fad, destined to fade like the Atkins diet and
avoidance of carbohydrates a decade ago.
Indeed, Australians spend millions of dollars on food
labelled gluten-free each year and the market is
growing. It helps that celebrities such as Miranda Kerr
have touted going gluten free for weight loss and
general health improvements.
For coeliac experts, the anti-gluten zeal is a dramatic
turnaround; not many years ago, they were struggling to
raise awareness among doctors that bread and pasta
can make some people very sick. Now they are voicing
caution, tamping down the wilder claims about glutenfree diets.

Cupid, draw back your (homemade) bow
Last year Lewis Steele left buying a Valentine’s Day gift
for his girlfriend Jess to the last minute. He ended up
buying her what he describes as ‘‘the ultimate cliched
gift’’ - roses, chocolates and a teddy bear. This year he
feels he has some making up to do.
Steele, 28, from Sydney, is one of the growing number
men who are digging out the paint and craft glue and will
give their partners handmade gifts on February 14.
It seems the crafting craze, which has been popular with
Australian women for several years, has hit Aussie men,
who are realising that making gifts can be fun, cheap,
creatively satisfying and mean a lot more to their
partners. Lewis Steele made Jess McCarthy a message
in a bottle necklace for Valentine's Day. Photo: Sahlan
Hayes. Five years ago, 90 per cent of Valentine’s Day
craft was designed for women to make for men. This
year, 50 per cent of Riot Art & Craft’s Valentine’s Day
range is aimed at creatively-inclined men. Steele has
made Jess a ‘‘message in a bottle’’ necklace. He
purchased a small glass bottle and a chain from a local
market, and has fashioned them into a necklace. He has
also written a poem which he has hidden inside the two

centimetre tall bottle. The writing is so tiny he jokes he
might need to also give her a magnifying glass on a
bracelet. Julia Stephens, Riot Art and Craft Creative
Consultant, says that handmade craft projects are very
much on trend. ‘‘Handmade is so popular now, it’s
everywhere, and I think guys realise there’s no reason
they can’t join in and put a personal spin on things,’’ she
said. Ben Abbott, 34, from Melbourne, who has made
his girlfriend Kate a hand-crafted felt rose, thinks it is
great that men are embracing their thoughtful and
artistic sides. ‘‘I’d like to think I’m sort of a blokey bloke,
and I’m doing it, so there’s no reason why other people
can’t,’’ said Abbott. ‘‘I think it means more to your
girlfriend or your partner if you do put that extra bit of
effort in. And anyone can do it, you don’t need to be
super-creative.’’
Gregory Hall, 25, from Melbourne has been guilty of
buying the odd clichéd gifts – bunches of flowers,
chocolates and champagne - especially on his

girlfriend’s birthday, or after they have had a fight. But he
has discovered that handmade gifts go down “100%”
better. This Valentine’s Day, his girlfriend Louise
requested a box of chocolates. Hall bought a love-heart
shaped box which he decorated with personal touches,
including sketching a picture of the two of them on the
back. Though he adds, ‘‘I probably won’t make the
chocolates, that would be a disaster.’’
‘‘The thing is with guys, when you get something for your
girlfriend, or your mum, or your sister, a lot of the time
they probably think you got it on the way home at the last
minute. [When you make something yourself] it’s almost
proof that you didn’t forget and you’ve taken time to
think about it and do something special for them,’’ said
Hall.
Steele adds: ‘‘I just feel like Valentine’s Day is so
commercial and these days everything’s so accessible.
Every gift you can get
you can buy it from
some online shop,
sitting on the couch on
your phone. So I feel
like when you make
something yourself it’s
just a lot more
meaningful.’’
Steele also says that
people who are not
very artistic should not
be put off, saying that
the thoughtfulness of
the gift compensates
for any deficiencies of
skill.
‘‘I think if it’s handmade and you make it really well, it’s
fantastic and she’ll love it. And if it’s handmade and it’s
really shoddy, she’ll still love it, because it’s cute in a
failed kind of way,’’ he said.
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Sync-Potpourri
To eat or not to eat!
In today's fast-paced life, bad eating habits have
become quite common - you either eat on the run, skip
meals or eat whatever is fast and easy. Eating a bag of
potato chips while watching TV once in awhile or
binging on food during a party is not dangerous but the
fact is that following this routine will definitely cause you
harm; you will develop unhealthy eating habits and of
course you'll gain weight. Here are some common bad
eating habits that should be avoided...
Skipping breakfast
Breakfast is believed to be the most important meal of
the day, but many people still seem to make a habit out
of skipping it. When
you have to rush for
work in the mornings
or get your kids ready
for school, it's easy to
neglect breakfast.
Doing so not only
drains you of energy,
but also makes it
more likely that you
will snack throughout
the day. Skipping
breakfast also
disrupts your
metabolism, causing
you to burn fewer
calories. So, if you are trying to lose weight, skipping
breakfast is not a good idea.
Food binging
Binging or eating large amounts of food in one sitting is
another unhealthy eating habit that you should avoid.
Do you tend to skip meals then eat a lot in the next meal
to compensate? Do you gorge yourself with junk food
during the weekend after a week of eating restrictively?
Do you often eat beyond the point that you have
reached fullness? These are signs that you are a
habitual binger. You might want to train yourself to eat
several small meals in a day so you can avoid binging.
You can do that by controlling your portion sizes. Serve
yourself on a small plate or bowl and sit down at the
table to eat.
Keeping tempting foods around
When you keep snacks like cookies, chips or candies
around you, especially when they are insight then you
are most likely to munch on your snack even if you don't
feel hungry. It is hard to resist temptation when it is
staring you in the face. Do yourself a favour and keep
tempting foods out of your sight. If you are going to keep
snacks at home, stash them inside a cupboard; instead
keep fresh fruits or vegetables out on the counter.
Emotional eating
Emotional eating, or eating in stress, is another
common bad eating habit that you should avoid. This
occurs when you are driven by certain emotions to eat
even though you are not hungry. Perhaps you munch on
candy bars or chocolates when you are stressed about
a deadline at work, or perhaps you indulge in snacks or
ice cream when you are feeling depressed. If you are
like most people who are emotional eaters, then you
probably reach for unhealthy junk food in order to cope
with your emotions. To solve this, try to find another
channel for your stress and negative emotions. Take up
a hobby or spend quality time with a friend.
Eating during other activities
If you eat while watching TV, while working, while
reading or even while cooking then you are also
developing an unhealthy eating behaviour. When you
eat while doing other activities, you become unable to
measure how much you eat. As a result, you tend to
overeat without knowing it. Try to have a specific
schedule for eating. In the house, have a designated
place exclusively for eating.
Eating late at night
Having an occasional late night snack is fine, but if you
can't go to bed without having a bag of chips or a pack of
cookies first, then you could be setting yourself up for
weight gain. This may be due to boredom or being
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distracted by sedentary activities such as watching
television or surfing the net. To avoid eating late at night,

find interesting things to do that take away the boredom.
Possible options may include a fun hobby, an
interesting book or a conversation with a good friend.

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT GOLD
Does it come as a surprise to you that people actually
look for 'soap-inspired' daughters-in-law in real life too?
After acquiring so much education, working in
multinationals, meeting people from different classes
and backgrounds, and getting exposed to the world, can
we call ourselves groomed or open minded?
Just a little background of my friend... he is practical in
life, and belongs to a sound and educated family; self
made middle class people. So, it came to me as rather
surprising that people actually DO look for soapinspired daughters-in-law in real life too. When we were
looking for girls for my brothers, we just focused on two
things - girl's education and her family background. And
if you ask me, that should be pretty much it for everyone.
There is no harm in asking for the perfect girl but then,
are you the perfect guy or the perfect family for her too?
If you want a soap opera girl, then probably she wants a
soap opera guy too with a castle to live in, huge cars in
her parking and thousands of servants catering to all her
needs. Oh, girls have to compromise as it’s not a
fairytale.
I personally know a couple of people who looked for
similar rishtas; girls who preferred to cover themselves
if they needed to go out or mostly preferred to stay at
home, who seemed very righteous and were the
examples of piety and sweetness. But they couldn't get
to go far with the rishtas since the 'innocent' girls refused
at the last moment. The only reason... they were having
affairs elsewhere. No, there is no harm in choosing your
life partner but is it the right way to take things forward
with someone and then ditch at the last moment. Yes,
this is the girl who appeared to be perfect. So, why the
prejudice? Appearances stopped appealing me long
ago. Looks are deceptive... usually!
It is not cliched or it is not because there is a trend of
putting the blame of everything on the media but it's

true. Our media has portrayed the soft, sweet, easily
oppressed, completely submissive and immensely
beautiful girl as the symbol of womanhood or 'nice' girl
and has started branding the rest as 'fast' girls. Why?
Why a woman who is working to provide a better living
for her family is looked down upon? Why a woman who
doesn't observe pardah is considered immoral, no
matter how pious she is? Why do we take them as
superwomen who will work the entire day at their jobs,
and then do all the household chores without even
getting tired or complaining once? Yes, working is also

important since in this time of inflation, a woman has to
contribute monetarily as well. Don’t you think it’s too
much to ask for?
By expecting women to do so much, you are just killing
them. I read a quote somewhere and found it to be so
true that after a couple of years down the marriage lane,
a woman would start saying things like 'biryani is good,
he likes it', not I like it, even if that's her favourite dish.
That goes for everything else in her life too because she
has killed herself and adorned a new face that is in sync
with her husband's wishes and desires. I certainly don't
believe in the notion that a woman has to change
completely when she goes into someone else's home. It
has been observed that major compromises are to be
made from woman but her in-laws should also mould
their ways for her a bit too, so that she can be
comfortable. Education and your inner beauty are more
important than any of the physical attributes on display.
The women characters and roles in TV serials and
novels are too good to be true.
You can’t have a submissive woman yet expect her to
have a mind of her own. So, stop idolizing them because
even if you do find such women, they will be robots and
who wants to rely on robots?

Suhaag show wraps up its 16th year in style!
From beaming vendors to beautiful 20 somethings
swooning over the latest in bridal fashion on display, the
Toronto Congress Centre was brimming with
excitement and energy. Long lines of expectant brides,
their supportive (is there any other?) grooms, parents
and friends of brides were seen as early as ten even

while the doors were scheduled to open at 11am.
Perhaps it was for the early.The event also set a new
record with regards to attendance numbers-over 7000
people attended the show this year!
This year, Chevrolet was the presenting sponsor and
they officially launched the Chevrolet Cruze contest at
the show. Up for grabs was the latest Chevrolet Cruze to
be given to one lucky couple as a wedding gift later this
year. The first lucky 150 brides walked away with a
complimentary copy of the brand new Suhaag
magazine while another bunch of excited attendees
chose to take home delicious President’s Choice Butter
Chicken Lasagna and the latest state-of-the art Brita
bottle with a built-in filtration system.
The excitement reached a feverish pitch as the first
fashion show began at 1.30pm. 11 top fashion houses
from the GTA
showcased their workdesigns and colors that
came together in a
mélange of high style
and glamour.
Meanwhile guests
mingled with various
vendors who helped
them make an
educated and informed
choice of what they
would need to plan their
perfect wedding. From
sound system
professionals to beauty
and make-up experts and from cake and dessert
artistes to decorators who were overjoyed at the
response from the attendees. Other vendors were
happy to personally interact with brides and grooms
who were there to make their final bookings at the show.
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Sneak peek of KareenaKapoor in Satyagraha
Like we reported earlier, KareenaKapoor will essay the
role of a journalist in her forthcoming flick Satyagraha,
directed by PrakashJha. Presently, the actress is in
Bhopal shooting for the film.As a reporter, Kareena is
looking simply stunning in the above pic. Her hairstyle
remains the same – light brown, wavy and simple.The
film will see the actress in chic western outfits, which
include a lot of smart casuals, A-line skirts and wide-leg
trousers, etc. She plays an assertive and self assured
journalist and hence the smart look. Like we can see in

Upcoming Movies
Murder 3
15th February , 2013
Randeep Hooda, Aditi Rao Hydari,
Pakistani actress Mona Lizza

I Love New York
22th February , 2013
Sunny Deol, Kangna Ranaut,
R Madhavan

22th February , 2013
Ali Zafar, Tapsee Pannu, Rishi
Kapoor, Juhi Chawla

Movie Review

EmraanHashmi to star in Oscar winner
DanisTanovic’s next
EmraanHashmi, who rose to fame by becoming the
“serial Kisser” of Bollywood, is now going to make his
international debut soon which will be directed by the
A c a d e m y Aw a r d ( O s c a r ) w i n n i n g d i r e c t o r
DanisTanovic.EmraanHashmi has been invited to the
premier of DanisTanovic’s latest venture “An Episode in
the Life of an Iron Picker” at Berlin International Film
Festival, he feels this movie will be the perfect platform

Bari Aapa
Timing: Wed & Thu at 8:30pm
Channel: Geo TV

ChashmeBaddoor

the pic, Kareena dons a white full-sleeved top, paired
with a khaki jacket and a pair of broad-frame sunglasses.Now that Kareena has a little knowledge of
what a real life journalist goes through, she couldn’t stop
praising them. In a recent interview, she said, “It’s a
tough job that you all do and sometimes we are a little
harsh. But I am going to take a little of your grit but not
the questions to play a journo on big screen.”Reports
from the sets state that the actress is done shooting for
her first scene where she interviews Ajay Devgn at a tea
stall under a bridge at Chiklod area. Well, we simply
can’t wait to see more of the actress.Satyagraha is
political Thriller film directed by PrakashJha starring
Amitabh Bachchan, Ajay Devgn, KareenaKapoor,
ArjunRampal and ManojBajpai in the lead roles.
KareenaKapoor will play the role of an international
journalist.

Drama Review

Experimenting with and implementing out-of-the-box
ideas aren’t as easy as they seem to be. BejoyNambiar,
who made his inroads to Hindi cinema with ‘Shaitaan’,
which garnered rave reviews, has now come up with a
visually thrilling piece of art- ‘David’.

‘Mirat -Ul- Uroos’ is on-air these days. The
Mirat-ul-Uroos is the story of two sisters
Ayema and Ayeza. The role of Ayema is
played by beautiful Mehwish Hayat, while
Ayeza’s role is portrayed by multi-talented
model cum actress Aamina Sheikh. The play
has taken the inspiration from the Urdu
Classic novel ‘Mirat-ul-Uroos’ ( ﻣﺮاةاﻟﻌﺮوس,
The bride’s mirror) written by Deputy Nazir
Ahmad Dehlvi. The original novel was first
was publish in 1869. The original novel’s
story revolved around two sisters Akbari and

Nambiar has an unusual way of story-telling. With
‘David’, he unfolds stories of the three protagonists of

the film who share a common name. The times they
belong to are different and so are the places they hail
from. With action, romance and comedy in somewhat
proportional lengths, Nambiar strikes a healthy balance
that doesn’t leave you jaded.
Nambiar thoughtfully builds the stories of the three
protagonists in his film who are diverse in all spherestheir situations, their dilemma, their miseries and their
destinies. Yet in the end, their lives do bear a striking
resemblance, for the way they conduct them, leave a
strong poignant connect that knows no other language-

In The Cimena
Cineplex Montreal
West of Memphis
Thu, Fri, Sat:
2:00, 5:15, 8:30

Asghari. While the current drama takes on
the story of granddaughters of
Akbari&Asghari played by Mehwish Hayat
and Aamina Sheikh.Director AnjumShehzad
has picked a star cast for his play. Apart from
Aamina Sheikh and Mehwish Hayat, rest of
the cast includes MeekalZulfiqar, Ahsan
Khan, Moomal Sheikh, Saba Faisal, Samina
Ahmed, Ayesha Khan (Senior), UmarNaru,
Syed AfrazRasool, UzmaGillani& others.
The drama is written by none other than
Umera Ahmed who is also known for writing
hit drama serials like ZindagiGulzarHai,
MeriZaatZarra-e-Benishan, Shehr-e-Zaat,
Uraan and Mano Salwa etc.
Mirat-ul-Uroos is also a comeback of good
looking Mehwish Hayat, who was missing
from the television screen for quite some
time now. Aamina Sheikh is sure going to

Broken City
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:15, 3:50, 9:45
for him to prove that he is among India’s finest
actors.Hashmi who is super excited about the movie
said “It is high concept story, has an Indian team behind
it and a director like Danis, who has a lot of clout
globally. I am hoping that this film will open all the doors
for me as an actor”.Tanovic has become world famous
after winning the Oscar award for the Best Foreign
Language movie for the war drama ‘No Man’s Land’ in
2001 which also beat our Indian movie “Lagaan” that
year in the respective category.
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Jack Reacher
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

The Impossible
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:55, 4:35, 7:20

spellbound all of us with her performance.
TV audiences still remember Aamina
Sheikh's brilliant performances in 'Maat' and
'Daam' (directed by MehreenJabbar).
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Aishwarya says every child deserves attention
A doting mom to a one year-old daughter
AaradhyaBachchan, AishwaryaRai feels that gender
discrimination between children is a very wrong
thing.As reported yesterday, The Bachchan family lent

samples for the pregnant 32-year-old posed "a
challenge" for him during a shoot for Elle magazine`s
latest issue, the Daily Mail reported.
"People wouldn`t lend me the clothes. But that`s fashion
snobbery," he said.
Formichetti said he approached several designers who
all declined to lend their clothes to Kardashian because
of her "less-than-model-like-proportions".
“She`s not the It Girl yet, but she will be," he said.
Formichetti finally dressed Kardashian, who is
expecting her first child with boyfriend Kanye West, in
Tom ford, Roberto Cavaili and Victor and Rolf clothes.

BipashaBasu doesn’t know John Abraham!
Once Bollywood’s most happening couple, John
Abraham-BipashaBasu has now turned alien to each
other. The two who have dated for over 9 years are of no
consequence to one another.

their supporting hand to charity organisation Plan India,
together raising a whopping Rs.25 lakh (Rs.2.5 million)
for a Girl Child Campaign.Now, the latest we hear is that
Amitabh Bachchan’s birthday Oct 11 has been declared
as International Day of the Girl Child by the United
Nations.Talking to reporters AbhishekBachchan says
irrespective of any day, children should be loved and
taken care of always.
“Our family feels that there should not be just one day
we should celebrate as Girl Child Day. It is a good thing
that Oct 11 will be for the girl child, but we feel they
should be loved and taken care of everyday,” said
Abhishek .AishwaryaRai went a step further and said: “It
is the birthright of every child to be enabled and
empowered in life… we collectively feel attention needs
to be given to every child, period, irrespective of what
gender it belongs to.”She also added, “We are taking up
the cause of the girl child as she has silently suffered
discrimination and atrocities over the ages,” To this even
Amitabh pitched in, “I have a son and a daughter and in
my eyes they both are equal.”

Randeep Hooda to romance Rani Mukherjee in
KJO’s next
If all goes well, Aiyya actress Rani Mukherjee will pair up
with RandeepHooda in KJo’s next, titled Bombay
Talkies. Rani and Hooda will be coming together for the
very first time, playing a
married couple in the
film, and Rani will be
donning the hat of a
journalist for the second
time, her first being, No
One Killed Jessica.The
spokesperson of film
said in a statement,
“Rani will be essaying
the role of a journalist in
the film. She is paired
opposite Randeep. The
duo are sharing screen
space for the first time.”Added the source: “Rani was
briefed on her character nuances by Karan and she
effortlessly got into her character.”“Bombay Talkies” is
an ode to 100 years of Indian cinema, comprising of four
stories directed by four different directors –
AnuragKashyap, Karan Johar, ZoyaAkhtar and Dibaker
Banerjee.

Designers refused to lend clothes to Kim
Kardashian for magazine shoot
London: A stylist who dressed Kim Kardashian for a
magazine shoot has revealed that designers refused to
lend their clothes to the reality TV star because of her
fuller figure.
Nicola Formichetti, the stylist behind Lady Gaga`s
masterful wardrobe, admitted that calling in high-end

Lara Croft and Jack Sparrow voted perfect
companions for Valentine’s Day
Angelina Jolie’s Lara Croft has been voted as the movie
character most men would like to take out on a date this
Valentine’s Day.
The ‘Tomb Raider’ heroine scooped the majority of
votes in a survey by movie and TV streaming service
blinkbox, the Sun reported. Renee Zellweger’s unluckyin-love Bridget Jones alter-ego was a surprise entry at
No2. Scarlett Johansson’s Black Widow from Avengers
Assembles came third, while Cameron Diaz as Tina
Carlyle from The Mask and Mila Kunis Black Swan ballet
dancer Lily rounded out the top five.
Women were also polled to find out their dream film
date.Johnny Depp’s ‘Pirates Of The Caribbean’
character Jack Sparrow was voted into top place.
George Clooney in Ocean’s Eleven, Matt Damon in the
Bourne movies, Robert Pattinson in the Twilight
franchise and Ryan Gosling in Crazy, Stupid, Love
completed the list.

Check out Saif Ali Khan’s new super cool and chic
avatar

John and Bipasha might have moved on with their
respective lives, but the industry doesn’t seem to have
come to terms with their break-up as yet. However, the
actors are not in the least affected and have their
respective set of friends to hang out with and make most
of their lives.
Recently, during an interview to a leading daily, when
Bipasha was quizzed about John, the dimpled hottie
asked, “Who? I don`t know that person.”
Doesn’t that speak volumes about the animosity John
and Bipasha have between them?

Saif Ali Khan has once again donned a brand new look.
This time, the actor has gone blond and has a set of new
tattoos splashed liberally on his left arm, fingers and
neck. He is one actor in Bollywood who does not fear
experimenting with his good looks, be it his sleek avatar
in Agent Vinod or a ruffian get-up in Omkara.So what’s
with the sudden new avatar?Well, the actor new look is
for his home production ‘Go Goa Gone’, where he plays
a Russian mafia who is hunting for a zombie, in the film.
His looks are tougher than ever before.The series of
new tattoos include Aztec symbols, standing for peace

Adele is worth 15 million pound?
London: Singer Adele has allegedly amassed a fortune
worth 15 million pound thanks to the international
success of her album `21`.
The 24-year-old reportedly makes 41,000 pound a day,
according to accounts of her company Melted Stone

and harmony, and even to drive away the evil eye, inked
on the skin. Saif was clicked in this avatar last year
August, at Mumbai’s ChhatrapatiShivaji International
Airport, when he returned from Mauritius after finishing
a shooting schedule for his upcoming zombie
comedy.From the pics above, Saif definitely looks cool
and trendy, kudos to his hairstylist.Go Goa Gone will
see Saif Ali Khan paired opposite former beauty queen
Puja Gupta. The film also stars Vir Das.

Ltd, which show she has 10.3 million pound in the bank
and a further 4.6 million pound due in royalties, reported
Mtv online.
Her huge fortune is down to the phenomenal success of
her second album `21`, which has sold 25 million copies
worldwide, outselling her debut `19` three times over.
The soulful singer`s accounts were worth 341,000
pound last year before her music took off in America.
Adele recently splashed out 600,000 pound to buy her
single mother Penny Adkins a plush new pad in Notting
Hill, west London, as a thank you for working two jobs to
support her daughter`s ambitions to become a star.
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Russell Peters there led to a 2nd invitation to the
festival in 2009 and also earned him a spot on the
Canadian leg of Maz Jobrani's Brown & Friendly
tour and the hosting job on the Arabs Gone Wild
comedy tour. By 2012, Ali was invited to perform
at the Just For Laughs Festival in Montreal and
Toronto's JFL42.
Presently Ali is working on his One Man Show –
FROM ZERO TO HERO – which he’ll be debuting
at the world’s largest comedy festival in Edinburgh,
Scotland this August. The show is meant to be a
comedic tale of Ali Hassan’s journey from lonely
stand-up comic to bewildered father of three

ALI HASSAN: Comedian. Actor. Kitchen Ninja
When was the last time you saw a funny, trilingual,
Pakistani, Maritime-born, Quebec-raised Chef,
Actor and Stand-Up Comedian?
Ali Hassan will likely be the only one you ever
meet. And that’s just fine with him. He’s never
been a fan of competition, always preferring to set
himself apart with his own unique set of skills. This
was likely cemented a
decade ago when he
managed an Indian
restaurant, where the
restaurant’s disgruntled
owner would send him
out to check how many
customers were seated in
the Italian restaurant
down the street. Says
Ali, “They were packed.
They were ALWAYS
packed. They had great food, a great ambiance,
good service…and they were packed.
Our
restaurant had none of those things, and yet the
owner was completely baffled as to why we didn’t
have any business.”
The seeds were planted: be unique and be great, and
you’ll never have to worry about what anyone else
is doing.
When you meet Ali Hassan, there’s inevitably a
nagging feeling that
“you’ve seen
this guy before”. And
t h e r e ’s a
good reason for that.
Head to a
comedy club and he
could be
there - he’s on stage
no less
than 25 times a
month, all
over Canada. Go to
a movie
and he could be in it –
as has
been the case three
times in the last
two years,
in the
films
Fren
c h
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Immersion, Breakaway and GOON. Turn on the
television during the day and you might see him
cooking on CBC’s hit lifestyle show, Steven &
Chris, where he makes appearances as a guest chef.
Turn on the television at night, and you’ll see him
every weeknight as the Lead Comedy Panelist on
the George Stroumboulopoulos Tonight Show.
Each episode reigns in over 400 000 Canadian
viewers – not a bad audience for a Canadian
comedian (or a Pakistani!) to showcase his humour.
You’d probably think he has no time for anything
else in his life. You’d be wrong. He adds being a
husband and father of three to his repertoire.
Ali’s vision has always been clear: entertain people.
His path to making this happen, however, has been
less than orthodox. He came to the comedy world
via jobs in IT consulting, web banking and a variety
of other positions that could not have made him
more miserable. His toolbox also contains a B.A.
i
n
Political Science, an MBA in
Mar
keting and an IT Diploma. All of
them are fodder for his comedy
now. Ali’s first love was cooking,
which he could not pursue until he
satisfied his father’s desire of getting
a Master’s degree.
Once his
education was behind him, armed
with passion and a sponge-like interest
for food, Ali started his own small
catering company. Envisioning a career
where he could cook and entertain people
simultaneously, he started thinking about
his potential as a television chef. In 2006, he
began telling jokes on stage at Open Mic nights, in
the interests of developing his “camera”
personality (the audience would sub in for a
camera) and, would you know it - he fell in love
with stand-up comedy immediately.
As it would appear, the audiences fell for him too.
In 2008, a booker caught Ali’s hosting set at The
ComedyWorks in Montreal and invited Ali to
perform at the
first-ever
c o m e d y
festival to
take place in
the Middle
East – the
Amman
Stand-Up
C o m e d y
Festival. His
s t r o n g
performance
opening for

children in less than 2 years. We caught the first of
his “workshop” shows at The Comedy Nest in
Montreal, on Friday February 15th. His easy and
irreverent style endeared him to the audience
immediately.
His stories of “unqualified
parenting” (he has 2 step-daughters and a baby son)
left us laughing well after the show was over. Also
known for his improvisational abilities with
audiences, as well as for his charm and wit, Ali has
developed a routine that humorously tackles
everything from his personal family environment
to broader issues of culture and identity.
Slowly becoming a CBC darling – along with his
appearances on Steven & Chris and steady gig on
George Stroumboulopoulos, Ali can also be heard
on CBC Radio’s The Debaters and Laugh Out
Loud. And before the summer, he is also working
on an appearance on the network’s kids show,
Mamma Yamma!
We can undoubtedly expect to see more of Ali
Hassan, whether it be in a kitchen, on stage or on
screen. And based on what we saw this past week,
whatever he does, we can expect him to stand apart
from the competition, be unique and do great
things.
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by providing a computerized, efficient and cost-effective
service for managing waiting lists. Requests are

Are you looking for a daycare space?
One stop access service for daycare spaces
Enfance Famille
EnfanceFamille.org offers parents a single point of
access for registration, free of charge. This userfriendly, bilingual interactive web tool speeds up their

easing the administrative load on the daycare services
themselves.
EnfanceFamille.org assists member daycare centres

search and assists in the process. A few clicks or a
simple phone call to our Customer Service Agents is all
it takes to register for our centralized waiting list.
Created in 2003, the Coopérative Enfance Famille
operates a one-stop access service for daycare spaces
and manages the centralized waiting list for member
daycare centres in Montréal, Mauricie and Centre-duQuébec. It helps parents find a daycare space while

Ask Professional
Q: Zahid from Montreal Asks how can some one
establish a non profit organization in Quebec?
A non-profit legal person is a group of at least three (3)
persons (members) who are the applicants and
temporary directors.
The legal person engages in non-profit cultural, social,
philanthropic, national, patriotic, religious, charitable,
scientific, artistic, professional, athletic, sports,
educational or other activities.
Procedure:
First step: Ascertain whether the name you have
chosen is available.
There are two ways to proceed.
 File a name reservation application online.
The enterprise Registrar will send you a name
reservation confirmation and a search report.
 Search free of charge the enterprise register
yourself and print the result.
Second step: Submit the documents.
You must fill out form RE-303 (Demande de constitution
en personne morale sans but lucratif) and submit with
your application:
 a copy of the name reservation confirmation,
including the search report, or the result of your
search in the enterprise register;
 the requisite payment.
If your application is accepted, the letters patent will be
sent to you and the enterprise registrar will register the
non-profit legal person by filing a copy of the letters
patent in the enterprise register.
You must file the initial declaration of a legal person
within 60 days of the date of registration, failing which
penalties will apply.
To determine the fees applicable to the incorporation of
a non-profit legal person, please consult the fee
schedule.
Q: Saeed from Montreal asks, I had a baby last
month and I am a self employed, am I eligible for
Child benefits or unemplyement insurance?
Ans: You have asked a very good question, the detail
below will explain how the system works,

centralized in one place and, when a child is admitted to
a daycare, the system automatically removes the child's
name from all daycare waiting lists. Daycare managers
have 24-hour online access to their personalized
waiting lists, streamlining planning and management.
The Coopérative Enfance Famille was the first
organization in Québec to provide a centralized waiting
list management system and to offer families resources
on daycare services.
All daycare centres, regardless of whether or not they
are subsidized by the Québec government, can join the
Coopérative and contribute to its development.

Eligibility for Benefits Registering:
You can enter into an agreement, or register, with the
Canada Employment Insurance Commission through
Service Canada if you:
 operate your own business, or if you work for a
corporation but cannot access EI benefits because
you control more than 40% of the corporation’s
voting shares; and
 are either a Canadian citizen or a permanent
resident of Canada.
Note: Some individuals who work independently and
are not hired as employees cannot register for these EI
special benefits because they are already eligible to
receive benefits through the regular EI program:
barbers, hairdressers, taxi drivers, drivers of other
passenger vehicles who are not hired as employees but
whose employment is insurable under the EI
Regulations, and fishers who are included as insured
persons under the EI Fishing Regulations.

occurred, or the official placement date in the
case of adoption.
If you are self-employed and are also receiving
insurable earnings as an employee, you can choose to
apply for EI special benefits either as a self-employed
person or as an employee, as long as you qualify for
both.

How to Apply
If you are a resident of Quebec and would like to file a
new claim for benefits for a birth or adoption, there are
two ways to apply for benefits:
By using online Québec Parental Insurance Plan online
services. Or,
By calling the customer service centre, at
1 888 610-7727.

Qualifying for EI:
Once you have registered and waited 12 months from
the date of your confirmed registration, you will qualify
for EI special benefits if:







you have reduced the amount of time devoted to
your business by more than 40% because:

your child was born

you are caring for your newborn or adopted
child or children;

you are ill, injured, or in quarantine; or

you need to provide care or support to a gravely
ill family member;
you have earned a minimum amount of selfemployed earnings during the calendar year
preceding the year you submit a claim. This amount
may change from year to year.
If you want to
apply for benefits in 2013, for example, you would
need to earn at least $6,342 in 2012; and
for EI sickness claims – you have provided a
medical certificate as proof that you are unable to
work because of illness, injury, or quarantine; or
 for compassionate care benefit claims – you have
provided medical proof showing that a gravely ill
family member who is at risk of dying within 26
weeks needs your care or support; or
 for EI maternity or parental benefit claims – you
have provided the expected date of birth of the
child and the actual birth date once it has

Siddique Katiya, the name
does not require any further
introduction, one of the most
valuable professional and
community worker in South
Asian community with years
of experience in civil service.
community organizations
and cultural issues. He has
always been there for the
community when community
needs him. Professional
background in Accounting
and Taxation laws with comprehensive knowledge of
federal, provincial and city compliance and legal
matters , and when it comes to religion his knowledge
surpass most scholars, he has always been a true
guide for the community.
Syncmag is happy to announce that he agreed to our
request to answer questions from the community,
readers are welcome to ask any question, he will
answer them in this section. You can send your
questions to:
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca
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Aries

Taurus

Gemini

March 21 - April 19

April 20 - May 20

May 21 - June 20

Work that could advance you
professionally could take you
away from loved ones, Aries, and
cause some emotional tension.
You might feel down because
you'd rather be with your loved
ones but feel it's important to move ahead now. Try to
make up for it with some quality time. It's crucial to make
the most of the current planetary positions. Everyone will
be glad when you see results.

A task, perhaps job related or
perhaps one of your own, might
prove weightier than you
expected. You're working too hard
and you could be feeling tired and
dejected, Taurus. Exactly how
crucial is it to get this done right now? If it isn't vital, get as
much done as you can without compromising your wellbeing. Do the rest tomorrow. The world won't end if you
take another day.

Someone, perhaps a person
involved with a group you're in,
may ask you to help in some way
today. You probably don't want to
do it, Gemini, possibly because
you have plans. Don't be afraid to
say no. Your creative energy should be high and your
imagination working overtime, but other responsibilities
interfere with your doing anything about it now. Note your
ideas and come back to them later.

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

June 21 - July 22

July 23 - August 22

August 23 - September 22

Career developments could look
promising now, Cancer, and you
might be in a hurry to finish
whatever needs to be done. But
responsibilities to home and family
might interfere. For some reason,
you might have to stay home. Perhaps you experienced
some intense dreams that you feel are significant but you
can't remember them. If you stop trying to remember,
they may come back to you.

Some rather depressing
information could come to you
today from far away, Leo. This is
less likely to be about your
immediate situation or circle of
friends than it is about something
social or political in nature. It's probably the subject of a lot
of talk around you. You might need to run some errands in
your community, but for some reason you can't. Relax.
Tomorrow should be fine.

You've been working hard to
improve your financial situation,
Virgo. You might be on the verge of
attaining what you want, but
temporary obstacles could get in
your way. You could be in a bit of a
panic, wondering if this means you will never get where
you want to be. Don't worry. That isn't the case. You just
need to assess the situation and figure out what to do to
get over this hurdle.

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

September 23 - October 22

October 23 - November 21

November 22 - December 21

A partner might be feeling rather
down and need you to cheer him or
her up, Libra. Too many social
invitations could come your way
today. You may have to turn one of
them down. You may not be in the
mood for socializing and need to be alone to organize
your thoughts. One of the events could be business
related and you may feel obligated to go. Put in an
appearance. Don't feel compelled to stay long.

Today you might enjoy planning to
have some visitors stay with you
for a while, Scorpio. Worry about
developments on the job or
unfinished chores of your own
might have you feeling a bit
stressed and under the weather. You need to look at your
situation objectively. It isn't all that bad, just something
that needs to be done. Get it handled and then reward
yourself somehow.

A friend could be depressed and
need your advice, Sagittarius.
Some long-held, cherished goals
that you've been working toward
could be temporarily blocked,
causing you to wonder if they will
ever come to fruition. Don't waste any time lapsing into
negative thoughts. Assess what needs doing and do it.
This is only a temporary situation. You will get through it,
but it's up to you how quickly.

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

December 22 - January 19

January 20 - February 18

February 19 - March 20

Some professional colleagues
might be coming to visit,
Capricorn, and you may not be
looking forward to it. You could be
worried. How will it go? Will you
make a good impression? Don't
drive yourself crazy. It will be fine. Family members
should be doing well regarding their responsibilities,
although you might be a bit worried about them today.
Relax. All is going to go very well.

Today you might need to run some
errands, Aquarius, but they might
prove difficult for a number of
reasons. The errands could be
personal or business related.
Communication may be
temporarily blocked. Messages may not be delivered or
you could be playing phone tag. On days like this, you
need to make a special effort to keep cool. Nothing is so
important that you have to drive yourself crazy.

You might reflect on recent
successes in business and money
and suddenly feel a strong sense
of gloom, wondering if it's going to
continue. Don't panic, Pisces. It
isn't a vision of the future. It's only a
temporary feeling. Work it off through exercise or throw
yourself into a task. Meditation could also help. Get the
endorphins going and your optimism and enthusiasm
should return.

Confessions of a Chronic Crier

matter. The sudden appearance of tears turns me into
someone who is not to be taken seriously. And……….. I
am tired of my inability to contain my emotions; I am tired
of feeling like a total mess. So I have decided: It's time to
learn to control my tears.
Don't believe people who tell you that you should just
"let it out." In everyday human interactions, crying isn't
innocuous. Among the latter, the word that popped up
most often was manipulative.
I'm not trying to be manipulative when I cry—at least not
consciously. But no matter the motivation behind tears,
they are rooted in sincere emotion. You can't fake tears,
which is probably why they're so hard to turn off.
So how do I stop crying at inopportune times? Some of
the experts say pinching the bridge of your nose, where
the tear ducts are, to stop the flow or take a step
back—literally. I may be frustrated or angry in the
moment, but I can decide which insults or slights are
worthy of such an outpouring of emotion. The trick is to
remove myself from the drama, even by just a foot, to
short-circuit the usual rush of tears.
Even our facial expressions can influence how our
brains process emotions. Was it possible, since I enter
most fraught interactions with eyebrows raised and
knitted together, mouth pressed into a frown, that my
expression might actually be triggering the feelings that
lead to tears? If so, could I really cure the crying problem

with a neutral face and a single step away from
whatever was upsetting me

Am I a Chronic crier? NO……………
I'm a crier. Like many people, my cheeks flush, and I
start to cry.
I cry at funerals, graduations, weddings or when I hear a

sad story. The problem is that I also cry when I need to
confront someone or when I am discussing anything
with a foregone negative conclusion. But it doesn't
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It's sometimes hard to remember to use the tricks in the
heat of the moment, but with every tearless encounter
you gain confidence that “my emotions won't get the
best of me”.
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Danica Patrick opens up about relationship with
fellow driver Ricky Stenhouse Jr.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Danica Patrick slid into her
chair at NASCAR media day Thursday and promptly
informed her audience it would be race questions only.
Yeah, right. The ensuing 20-plus minutes consisted
mostly of questions about her relationship with fellow

Vol 1, Issue 6
Senators' player right above his skate boot. Karlsson
immediately slumped to the ice and was in obvious pain
as he attempted to get up. The NHL's Department of
Player safety reviewed the incident and felt no
supplementary discipline was required. Murray was
very disappointed with that decision but said his biggest
concern now is dealing with the loss of Karlsson to his
hockey club.

Canada defeats Venezuela in three matches at
Fed Cup Americas Group 1 event
MEDELLIN, Colombia -- Canada stayed undefeated at
the Fed Cup Americas Zone Group 1 after winning two
matches against Columbia on Friday. Toronto's Sharon
Fichman won the first singles match 6-1, 7-5 over

driver Ricky Stenhouse Jr., and Patrick dutifully
answered them all. She and Stenhouse better get used
to this, at least in the early going.
Patrick and Stenhouse confirmed in January they are
dating, and the duo will be competing against each
other this year for Sprint Cup rookie of the year.
“Initially, it was a little bit of a mental hurdle of like, ‘We
compete against each other,’ “ Patrick said of the
relationship, which she likened to Romeo and Juliet.
“It’s like the Capulets and Montagues with (me in)
Chevy and (him in) Ford, this just doesn’t work. But you
can’t tell your heart who to like or not like. And so in the
end, it ended up being something that I just didn’t think
was a big deal at all.”
The two spent the last two seasons racing in the
Nationwide Series and Patrick leaned on Stenhouse,
the two-time Nationwide champion, for friendship and
advice after her move to NASCAR. She said the
relationship grew deeper, and they went public after she
filed for divorce in early January from her husband, Paul
Hospenthal. She and Hospenthal announced in
November they were splitting up after seven years of
marriage.

Karlsson out for season with Achilles injury
OTTAWA - The season just got a lot more difficult for the
Ottawa Senators.
The Senators will be without star defenceman Erik
Karlsson for the rest of the year. The Norris Trophy
winner underwent surgery Thursday to repair his left
Achilles tendon, which was cut by a skate blade during a
game Wednesday night against the Pittsburgh
Penguins. Senators general manager Bryan Murray
said Thursday the surgery went well but 70 per cent of
Karlsson's tendon was cut. Recovery is expected to be
at least three-to-four months, thus ending Karlsson's
season. "It was a clean cut and recovery is expected to
be 100 per cent,'' Murray said. "But it does mean his
year finishes at this time.'' Murray had the opportunity to
speak to Karlsson, saying the player felt he "got directed
and got cut with a skate that shouldn't be where it was.''
Karlsson, 22, was injured while being checked by

Pittsburgh's Matt Cooke. The Penguins player lifted his
leg in what appeared to be an attempt to pin Karlsson
against the boards but his skate blade struck the

Catalina Castano before Eugenie Bouchard of
Westmount, Que., eased past world No. 144 Mariana
Duque-Marino 6-2, 6-2. The doubles match was
canceled due to rainfall. On Thursday the Canadian
team won its three matches against Venezuela after
opening the competition Wednesday with a 3-0 decision
over Peru. Canada will play in the final against pool B
champion Brazil on Saturday, with the winner
advancing to the World Group II playoffs in April.

Australia clinch women’s World Cup for sixth
time
MUMBAI: Australia clinched the women's World
Cup for the sixth time when they defeated the West
Indies by 114 runs in the final in Mumbai on Sunday.
Australia, electing to bat, scored 259-7 before
dismissing the West Indies for 145 in the day-night
match. Ellyse Perry claimed three for 19 while Lisa
Sthalekar, Erin Osborne and Megan Schutt took two
wickets each. The main scorers for the West Indies
were Merissa Aguilleira (23), Deandra Dottin (22) and
Kyshona Knight (21 not out). Batting first after captain
Jodie Fields won the toss, Australia made 259 for seven
which was the highest total in a Women's World Cup

final. Jessica Cameron top scored with an aggressive
75 off 76 balls after a solid opening stand of 52 between
Rachael Haynes (52) and Meg Lanning (31). Then
Cameron added 64 along with Haynes for the second
wicket and 55 with Lisa Sthalekar (12). Later, Australia
slipped from 187-4 to 209-6 but Fields and tail-ender
Ellyse Perry helped the side with an unbeaten eighth
wicket stand of 50 runs off 40 balls. For the West Indies,
leg-spinner Shaquana Latish Quintyne claimed three
wickets for 227 runs.

Azarenka beats Serena to retain Qatar title
DOHA: Victoria Azarenka avenged the loss of her
world number one ranking to Serena Williams by
beating the American for only the second time in 13
attempts to successfully defend her Qatar Open
title on Sunday.
The Belarusian's 7-6 (8/6), 2-6, 6-3 win over the
legendary American also completed back-to-back title
defences, as last month she also defended the
Australian Open title in Melbourne. She was helped by
Williams making the worst of starts. She was twice
break point down in her opening service game, but held
on. She followed it with two double faults and two
unforced errors to
drop serve in her
second service game.
Unforced errors
continued to spray
from Williams' racket,
especially on the
forehand, and by the
fourth game she was
showing signs of
fretting, looking
repeatedly at her
camp and grimacing.
At that stage
Azarenka had won 12
straight points and
was hitting the ball well, with a clear game plan to strike
as early and as far up the court as possible, often
targeting the Williams forehand. Williams responded by
ditching her racket. The new one soon brought
improvements but Azarenka had advanced to 4-2
before Williams broke back. She also complained to the
umpire about Azarenka repeatedly putting her hand up
before receiving serve, affecting her rhythm. Williams'
aura of frustration continued into the tie-break even
though by then she was bombarding Azarenka far more
heavily. She came from 2-5 down to earn a set point at
6-5, only for Azarenka to save it with an excellent
combination of a solid return and a heavy backhand
drive. When Azarenka immediately bettered it with a
spectacular inside-out return of serve winner to reach 76, she converted her set point at once.(AFP).

Pakistan beaten again after giving tough fight to
Proteas
CAPE TOWN: Pakistan lost the three-Test series
after South Africa recorded their second
consecutive win by four wickets here at the New
Lands on Sunday.
Chasing 182, South Africa completed their victory
before the end of the fourth day, losing six wickets. For
South Africa, Hashim Amla was the top scorer with 58
while AB de Villiers made 36 and captain Graeme Smith
scored 36. Off-break bowler Saeed Ajmal bagged four
wickets for 51 runs finishing the match figures of ten for
147. This was his third ten-wicket haul in Test cricket.
However, South African Robin Peterson was adjudged
the Man-of-the-Match for his allround performance as

he made a valuable 84 in the first innings and five
wickets in the match. South Africa, who had won the first
Test by a huge margin of 211 runs at Johannesburg last
week, lead the series 2-0 with the third and final Test to
be played at Centurion from February 22.
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Pursuing a Healthy Lifestyle Cuts Your Risk of
Strokes Drastically
(NaturalNews) From previous studies, it had already
been shown that living a healthy lifestyle contributes to
lower risks of contracting various serious illnesses,
such as coronary heart disease, cancer and diabetes.
But little had been proven about the link between
healthy living and one's risk of getting a stroke.
This gap has been closed by the findings of a recent
study conducted by the Department of Nutrition at the
Harvard School of Public Health.

“This study shows that following a healthy lifestyle,
which has been associated with up to 80 percent lower
risk of coronary heart disease and 90 percent lower risk
of diabetes, may also prevent more than half of
ischemic strokes," said Dr. Stephanie E. Chiuve, leader
of the study funded by the National Institutes of Health.
Stroke – a major killer today
Each year, it is estimated that over 780,000 people in
the United States alone suffer a stroke -- this works out
to about one person every 40 seconds. Of this figure,
about 600,000 are first-time occurrences.
An ischemic stroke takes place when the blood supply
to a part of the brain is reduced, and the affected brain
tissue suffers dysfunction and necrosis. This could
happen, for example, when a blood vessel becomes
blocked. Ischemic strokes are the most common kind of
stroke, with about 87% of all strokes estimated to be of
this nature.
When categorized separately from other cardiovascular
diseases, strokes are the third highest killer in the
United States today, behind cancer and heart disease.
Details of Stroke Study
This latest study, published in Circulation: Journal of the
American Heart Association, analyzed the living habits
and health status of a total of 43,685 men as well as
71,243 women from the Health Professionals Follow-up
Study (HPFS) and the Nurses' Health Study
respectively.
The participants reported on their medical status and
lifestyle factors every two years, with the males tracked
from 1986 to 2002 and the females from 1984 to 2002.
In the course of the respective periods, 994 men and
1,559 women suffered strokes, of which 600 and 853

respectively were ischemic strokes.
In the study, a healthy or low-risk lifestyle was defined to
contain the following elements:


maintenance of a healthy weight (body mass index
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less than 25).
at least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity
every day.
not smoking.
moderate drinking of alcohol; and
consumption of a relatively healthy diet, as indicated
by a calculated healthy diet score. Some factors
here include the consumption of good amounts of
fruits and vegetables, legumes, nuts, chicken and
fish, as well as low amounts of trans fats and
saturated fats.

Findings of the Study
The results of the study were quite astonishing. Men
who met all five healthy lifestyle criteria were 69% less
likely to suffer any type of stroke and 80% less likely to
get an ischemic stroke as compared to those who did
not meet any of the five criteria.
For women, the corresponding figures were 79% for
any type of stroke and 81% for ischemic stroke.
Further, it was estimated by the researchers that 52% of
ischemic strokes suffered by men, as well as 35% of all
strokes suffered by this group, could have been avoided
by following a healthy lifestyle.
As for the women, the proportions of ischemic and total
strokes which might have been prevented through
healthy living were estimated to be 54% and 47%
respectively.
Conclusion
All in all, the findings of the study revealed that people
who fit the definition of having a healthy lifestyle were
about 80% less likely to get an ischemic stroke, as
compared to those who did not meet any of the five
mentioned criteria.
This has led the study team to conclude that "a low-risk
lifestyle that is associated with a reduced risk of multiple
chronic diseases also may be beneficial in the
prevention of stroke, especially ischemic stroke".
Living a healthy lifestyle and having a decreased risk of
killer diseases –- this is a relationship which many of us
would have been convinced of through common sense
alone. Now, with the release of these findings, we will all
have one more concrete and proven reason to embark
on a healthier lifestyle.

recommends aerobic activities that involve sustained
effort, like swimming. Weight-bearing exercise can also
be beneficial and could help combat osteoporosis later
in life as well because this kind of exercise helps build

bone. Yoga can be helpful because of its relaxing effect
on the body.
Also, because regular exercise can help with general
overall physical and mental health, this alone might be
all a woman needs to do to feel better during the
change.
Healthy eating habits
Like exercise, healthy eating habits are something that
will benefit a woman regardless of what stage of life
she's in. However, it's best to avoid some of those items
that often wind up on "bad" food lists. Such foods to
avoid would include foods high in sodium, as well as
food and beverages with caffeine, sugar and alcohol. It
also might help to cut out spicy and processed foods.
Holistic Online recommends that menopausal women
focus on consuming foods that are high in fiber and low
in fat because those foods will help the body adjust to its
new state more quickly. Obviously, one of the best ways
to get lots of fiber while decreasing the fat in one's diet is
to eat more plant-based foods, such as leafy green

Choose healthy lifestyle, nutritious food over
hormone replacement therapy for menopause
symptoms
(NaturalNews) It's understandable that a woman would
like to avoid discomfort while going through
menopause. After all, what woman likes having hot

vegetables, beans, sea vegetables, and fruits and
vegetables high in antioxidants.

flashes or experiencing vaginal dryness? The problem,
though, is that taking hormones is not the answer.
Natural News has covered the multiple dangers of
hormone replacement therapy (HRT), warning women
that HRT can possibly cause asthma, ovarian and
breast cancer, and other unwanted ailments. Avoiding a
hot flash is not worth the trade for breast cancer.
So what can women do to ease the symptoms of
menopause while staying safe? There are a few natural
remedies that won't leave women worse off than when
they started.
Regular exercise
According to Patient UK, regular exercise can be a good
way to manage the symptoms of menopause. The site

Herbal remedies
Many women would prefer an herbal remedy to a pill.
Fortunately, there are a variety to choose from that offer
different benefits. For example, some herbs might be
helpful because, by putting relatively low doses of plant
hormones in the body, they can counteract some of the
symptoms menopause can cause. Primrose oil is one
such herbal remedy. Studies have suggested that black
cohosh might also be effective at minimizing hot
flashes. Other remedies include herbs like ginseng and
gingko biloba.
No one says women should have to suffer through
menopause, but why should a woman suffer from
damage caused by treating those symptoms with HRT?
A healthy lifestyle, including eating nutritious foods and
exercising, supplemented with herbal remedies, might
be the safest way to combat menopause.
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Montreal Top 10:
1:Taylor Swift: I Knew You Were Trouble
2: will.i.am: Scream & Shout
3:Maroon 5: Daylight
4: Calvin Harris: Sweet Nothing
5: The Lumineers: Ho Hey
6: Serena Ryder: Stompa
7: Alicia Keys: Girl On Fire [Main]
8: Classified: Inner Ninja
9: Swedish House Mafia: Don't You Worry
Child (feat. John Martin)
10: Flo Rida: Cry

Bollywood Top 10
Rank

Song-Name

Film/Album

Singer(s)

Music

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

Ishq Shava
Radha
Naa Jaane
Ishq Wala Love
Vele
Naino Mein Sapna
Fevicol Se
The Disco Song
Saans
Hookah Bar

Jab Tak Hai Jaan
Student Of The Year
I, Me Aur Main
Student Of The Year
Student Of The Year
Himmatwala
Dabangg 2
Student Of The Year
Jab Tak Hai Jaan
Khiladi 786

Raghav Mathur, Shilpa Rao
Shreya Ghoshal, Vishal-Shekhar, Udit Narayan
Neeraj Shridhar, Anushka ManchandaS
hekhar Ravjiani, Salim Merchant, Neeti Mohan
Shekhar Ravjiani
Amit Kumar
Mamta Sharma, Wajid, Keerthi Sagathia
Benny Dayal, Sunidhi Chauhan, Nazia Hassan
Mohit Chauhan, Shreya Ghoshal
Himesh Reshammiya, Vineet Singh, Aman Trikha

A R Rahman
Vishal-Shekhar
Sachin-Jigar
Vishal-Shekhar
Vishal-Shekhar
Sajid-Wajid
Sajid-Wajid
Vishal-Shekhar
A R Rahman
Himesh Reshammiya
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